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1

Introduction

YES Engineering Group Ltd was appointed by Bugler Developments Limited to produce a Combined
Construction Traffic Management Plan, Construction Environmental Management Plan and
Construction Workers Travel Plan (Combined CTMP/CEMP/CWTP) to discharge a number of
planning conditions for planning application (reference 15/00720/RMA) for the consented
development of 47 residential units at Brent Terrace, London, NW2 1BY.
This CEMP covers Plots 53 and 54 Conditions as listed below:





Construction environmental management plan. – Condition 8.3
Construction environmental management plan. – Condition 28.1
Construction traffic management plan – Condition 12.1
Construction workers plan – Condition 12.2

For convenience the Conditions are set out in full below.
Condition 8.3
Not to begin the Development in any Phase and/or on any Plot or any other construction site within
any Phase unless and until the Construction Environmental Management Plan relating thereto shall
have been submitted to and approved by the LPA on the basis that such Construction Environmental
Management Plan shall be in accordance with the CoCP and shall apply the principles and
parameters of the CoCP to the specific circumstances of the relevant Phase Plot or construction site
(as the case may be) and the part of the Development to be carried out thereon.
Condition 12.1
No development shall begin until details of the Site-wide Construction Transport Management Plan
(CTMP) have been submitted to and approved by the LPA and provided that:
The CTMP shall be prepared in accordance with the parameters and principles and the scope
described and defined in section 11 of the Draft CoCP and the conclusions of the CCC Feasibility
Study and will consider construction traffic during November and December related to Brent Cross
Shopping Centre. The Development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved CTMP.
The CTMP shall be revised by the Developer at least every 3 years to reflect any changes in relevant
best practice guidance or other relevant policy guidance and so as to satisfactorily address (insofar
as may be reasonably practicable) any issues of concern or causes of complaints which might arise
in relation to the operation of any approved version of the CTMP and (unless the LPA shall have
confirmed in writing to the Developers that no review is required for the time being) the Developers
shall submit such revised CTMP to the LPA for approval by the LPA no less than every 3 years. The
Development shall be carried out at all times in accordance with the CTMP as so revised and
approved from time to time.
Condition 12.2
Prior to the beginning of work in any Phase or Sub Phase the Developers shall prepare and submit
to the LPA for approval (in consultation with TfL in so far as it relates to the Strategic Transport
Network) an updated Construction Worker Travel Plan for that Phase or Sub Phase in accordance
with the terms set out in the Construction Workers Travel Plan Framework and in accordance with
the obligations set out in paragraph 20 of Schedule 3 to the S106 Agreement.
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Condition 28.1
The permitted hours of construction work and/or Site Engineering and Preparation Works shall be
08.00 to 18.00 on Monday to Friday and 08.00 to 13.00 on Saturdays and no construction or Site
Engineering and Preparation Works shall be carried out outside these specified permitted hours
without the written consent of the LPA. No construction or Site Engineering and Preparation Works
shall be carried out on Sundays or Bank Holidays. Construction activities and/or Site Engineering and
Preparation Works that elevate noise levels, measured as LAeq, 1hr, by more than 3dB above the
ambient level at the façade of any Noise Sensitive Premises outside the Site may only take place
outside the specified normal hours of construction work, where such works have been approved by
the Local Authority under s61 of the Control of Pollution Act 1974.
The aim of this document is to maximise safety of the workforce and the travelling public during the
construction period. Every attempt is also made to ensure that traffic is kept flowing as freely as
possible on the public highway in the vicinity of the Site operations.
The Highway Authority will be consulted on issues relating to any works affecting the public highway,
maintenance and repair, and the avoidance of mud on roads and dust.

1.1

CEMP Objectives

The objectives of the CEMP are:


Lower emissions



Enhance safety - Improved vehicle and road user safety



Reduce congestion - Reduced trips overall, especially in peak periods



Minimise impact on the road network adjacent to the Site



Minimise impact on vulnerable road users during network peak and school peak times



To follow LBB’s Code of Construction Practice

To support these objectives, the CEMP aims to:


Reduce impacts on neighbouring homes and residents



Encouraging construction workers to travel to the Site by non-car modes



Promote smarter operations that reduce the need for construction travel or that reduce or
eliminate trips in peak periods



Encouraging greater use of sustainable freight modes



Encouraging the use of greener vehicles



Managing the on-going development and delivery of the CEMPs with construction contractors



Communication of Site delivery and servicing facilities to workers and suppliers



Encouraging the most efficient use of construction freight vehicles
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It should be noted that the CEMP objectives is consistent with the Construction Management Plan
submitted to discharge planning Condition 49.

1.2

CTMP Objectives

The objectives of the CTMP are:

1.3



Better planning



Improving safety



Increasing efficiency



Effective communications



Journey planning consistent with the Brent Cross Cricklewood Regeneration Scheme

CWTP Objectives

The objectives of the CWTP are:


Minimise construction worker journeys by car



Community parking considerations in the local area being respected by construction workers

1.4

Site Context

The Site is located wholly within the administrative boundary of the London Borough of Barnet (LBB)
within the Greater London Authority (GLA).

1.5

Approved Scheme

The approved development comprises the design and construction of 47 residential units.
The proposed floor layout plan is contained in Figure 1.1 below.
Figure 1.1 – Proposed Site Layout Plan
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1.6

Hours of Operation

Working hours will be in accordance with Condition 28.1 which reads as follows:
The permitted hours of construction work and/or Site Engineering and Preparation Works shall be
08.00 to 18.00 on Monday to Friday and 08.00 to 13.00 on Saturdays and no construction or Site
Engineering and Preparation Works shall be carried out outside these specified permitted hours
without the written consent of the LPA. No construction or Site Engineering and Preparation Works
shall be carried out on Sundays or Bank Holidays. Construction activities and/or Site Engineering and
Preparation Works that elevate noise levels, measured as LAeq, 1hr, by more than 3dB above the
ambient level at the façade of any Noise Sensitive Premises outside the Site may only take place
outside the specified normal hours of construction work, where such works have been approved by
the Local Authority under s61 of the Control of Pollution Act 1974
Deliveries will be undertaken in accordance with Condition 28.5, which reads, “All deliveries to the
Site or removal of materials from the Site shall take place during the hours, and in the manner
specified, in the Construction Transport Management Plan, Construction Environmental Management
Plan and CoCP.” The delivery hours are set out in Section 3.7 of this document.
Vehicles would only travel to and from Site between the hours set out above in order to avoid noise
being generated by heavy goods vehicles close to adjacent properties around the Site.
Notwithstanding this there may be certain occasions when work outside these hours may be
necessary (not including the restrictions relating to the school). In the event of this, work would only
be carried out following consultation and agreement with LBB.
The Site will be manned during the working hours set out above. The contractor will appoint a
person(s) who will have responsibility for ensuring adherence to good practice measures. A
designated person should be on site at all times to ensure that operations are taking place as planned
and should have the necessary authority to initiate changes to work practices and, or mitigation as
appropriate.

1.7

Combined CTMP/CEMP/CWTP Structure

This combined CTMP/CEMP/CWTP provides the construction arrangements, mitigation measures,
implementation and management. The contractor will be responsible for the combined
CTMP/CEMP/CWTP, for developing and updating the combined CTMP/CEMP/CWTP. This
document has been written in accordance with TfL and Construction Logistics and Community Safety
(CLOCS) guidance.
The remaining sections of the combined CTMP/CEMP/CWTP are structured as:


Section 2 – Context, Considerations and Challenges – sets out the relevant policy and
guidance and discusses the local transport networks and existing conditions



Section 3 – Construction Programme and Methodology – sets out the construction
programme and methodology utilising the TfL spreadsheet



Section 4 – Vehicle Routing and Access – details the proposed vehicle routeing and
access taking into consideration CLOCS



Section 5 – Planned Measures – sets out the strategies to reduce impacts



Section 6 – Estimated Vehicle Movements – estimates vehicle movements using the TfL
spreadsheet
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Section 7 – Implementing, Monitoring and Updating – sets out how the combined
CTMP/CEMP/CWTP is to be managed
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2

Context, Considerations and Challenges

This section describes the local context and issues identified that need to be considered and
addressed during construction.

2.1

Policy Context

There are a number of national, regional and local policies that refer to or requirement for a CLP to
be produced in support of a planning application. This section outlines the relevant national, regional
and local transport policy and guidance relevant to the CLP.
Traffic Management Act (2004)
Part 2 of the Traffic Management Act (2004), highlights the duty of local traffic authorities in managing
road networks within their ownership; including the efficient use of the local network as well as their
ability to adopt measures when necessary to avoid the occurrence of heavy traffic congestion.
Part 5 of the Traffic Management Act (2004) similarly outlines this responsibility but highlights the
extent to which local authorities in Greater London should seek to avoid, eliminate and reduce
disruptions which have negative implications on neighbouring authorities. Local authorities within
London are encouraged to plan and act on their management duties in the interest of ensuring traffic
can move freely and smoothly through their roads, and onwards to the roads of neighbouring traffic
authorities without overwhelming the network. This includes the role that Transport for London (TfL)
holds in managing the Greater London route network.
National Planning Policy for Waste
The Department for Communities and Local Government (LCLG) promotes the need to use a waste
hierarchy whereby waste planning authorities should always try to ensure that waste is managed by
the best possible environmental means, represented by the highest levels of the hierarchy i.e. waste
reduction, re-use and recycling. Therefore, this puts further emphasis on the need for construction to
be reusing and recycling as much as possible.
Waste Management for England (2013)
The guidance in the Waste Management for England sets out to recover at least 70% waste by weight,
of non-hazardous construction and demolition waste by 2020 and for joint government and industry
to halve construction, demolition and excavation waste to landfill compared with the 2008 baseline.
National Planning Policy Framework (2019)
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (2019) includes the promotion of sustainable
transport throughout the UK in the interest of contributing to national economic, social and
environmental objectives. This framework ensures that transport is provided to support the
development of strong and vibrant communities, as well as to protect and enhance the natural and
built environment. In addition to the promotion of sustainable transport, the framework also highlights
the benefits of safe road design in creating a high quality built environment, and the efficient delivery
of goods and services to aid economic growth.
Draft New London Plan (2018)
On 13th August 2018 the Mayor published a version of the draft Plan that includes his minor suggested
changes, whereby the suggested changes were prepared following a review of consultation
responses. The minor changes consist of clarifications, corrections and factual updates to the draft
Plan.
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Acknowledging that the Draft London Plan is not yet adopted, it is still considered that due
consideration must be given to the policies within the document as it has been accepted by the
Inspector. A summary of the policies relevant to construction logistics are detailed below.
Policy T7 (F) – Deliveries, servicing and construction states ‘Development proposals should facilitate
sustainable freight deliveries and servicing, including through the provision of adequate space for
servicing, storage and deliveries off-street. Construction Logistics Plans and Delivery and Servicing
Plans will be required and should be developed in accordance with Transport for London guidance
and in a way which reflects the scale and complexities of developments’.
Policy T7 (IA) – Deliveries, servicing and construction states ‘The construction phase of development
should prioritise and maintain inclusive, safe access for people walking or cycling at all times’.
Commentary in paragraph 10.7.3 provides guidance on the planning of freight movements, and states
‘development proposals should demonstrate through Construction Logistics Plans and Delivery and
Servicing Plans that all reasonable endeavours have been taken towards the use of non-road vehicle
modes’.
Commentary in paragraph 10.7.6 states ‘6 Transport for London’s guidance on Construction Logistics
and Delivery and Servicing Plans should be adhered to when preparing planning applications. Plans
should be developed in line with this guidance and adopt the latest standards around safety and
environmental performance of vehicles. The plans should be monitored and managed throughout the
construction and operational phases of the development. TfL’s f Freight tools including CLOCS
(Construction Logistics and Community Safety), FORS (Fleet Operator Recognition Scheme) or
equivalent should be utilised to plan for and monitor site conditions to enable the use of vehicles with
improved levels of direct vision. This should be demonstrated through a Site Assessment within a
Construction Logistics Plan. Development proposals should demonstrate ‘good’ on-site ground
conditions ratings or the mechanisms to reach this level enabling the use of vehicles with improved
levels of driver direct vision. To support the procurement of these vehicles and to minimise road
danger, the Mayor has introduced his Direct Vision Standard, which rates Heavy Goods Vehicles on
a star rating from 0 (lowest) to 5 (highest), based on how much the driver can see directly through the
cab windows’.
London Plan (2016)
The London Plan promotes the use of CLMPs in order to support its sixth objective to create and
sustain a city that is safe to access, with a transport system that actively encourages the efficient use
of the road network.
Policies 6.3 and 6.14 within the London Plan (Chapter 6) note the efficiency gains which developers
have in submitting CLMPs and considering freight when addressing the impact of development on
the local transport network. This reference adds that developers should address and clarify
construction phasing arrangements when forming a wider submission for their development to ensure
that works can be completed without adding strain to the local road network.
Chapter 6 of the London Plan also notes that CLMPs should be supported by delivery and servicing
plans to ensure that developments align with the main goals and objectives of the London Freight
Plan. There is also additional information within TfL’s Transport Assessment Best Practice Guidance.
The Mayor’s Transport Strategy (2018)
The Mayor’s Transport Strategy (MTS) was published in March 2018 and sets out the Mayor’s policies
and proposals to reshape transport in London over the next 25 years. The MTS places an even
greater emphasis on healthy streets and promoting sustainable travel. Its three main themes
comprise:
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Healthy Streets and healthy people



A good public transport experience



New homes and jobs

The MTS aims to make more efficient use of the street network to monitor the demand and applying
good growth principles to create streets that can better function and enhance efficiency of deliveries
and servicing journeys. The MTS seeks to work together with the boroughs and members of the
Freight Forum to improve efficiency of the freight and servicing trips on London’s strategic network
by identifying opportunities for using waterways, making better use of the rail network and reviewing
the potential benefits of regional freight consolidation and distribution network and enhancing the
network of construction consolidation centres.
The London Freight Plan (2008)
The London Freight Plan acknowledges the important role of the movement of goods in supporting
future growth of London’s economy. The Plan also recognises that such transport can have negative
impacts on the local environment. CLMPs, along with transport assessments, travel plans and DSPs,
are key documents that support the aims of the London Freight Plan. They have all subsequently
been incorporated within the Mayor of London’s Transport Strategy (2018) and the London Plan
(2016).
Transport for London Construction Logistics Plan Guidance (July 2017)
Transport for London’s (TfL) CLP guidance sets out the content requirement for delivery of high quality
CLPs prior to construction with the aim to minimise the impact of construction logistics on the road
network. Well-planned construction logistics will: reduce environmental impacts through lowered
emissions; reduce road risk and improve safety for all road users; reduce congestion by reducing the
number of vehicle trips; and reduce costs by implementing efficient working practices and reduced
deliveries.
Control of Pollution and Noise from Demolition & Construction Sites (May 2008)
This Code of Practice has been prepared to help developers and their contractors ensure that they
undertake their works in the most considerate manner, in order to reduce the impact of the work on
local communities. The purpose of this Code of Practice is to ensure that disturbances due to noise,
vibration, dust and smoke arising from demolition and construction works on all building sites,
including the Public Highway, are kept to an acceptable level without the imposition of unnecessary
or unduly onerous restrictions on contractors.
London Borough of Barnet Policy
London Borough of Barnet adopted the Core Strategy and Development Management Policies in
September 2015 which are contained within the Development Plan. The Development Plan works
alongside the national policy and the London Plan.
Core Strategy Policy CS9: Providing safe, effective and efficient travel includes the following
text at the end of the policy, which is specific to construction.
More environmentally friendly transport networks


We will support the use of low emission vehicles including electric cars through provision of
charging points in new developments



We will encourage mixed use development that will help to reduce the distances people need
to travel to access everyday goods and services
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We will require the minimisation of road based freight movements associated with the roll-out
of our regeneration schemes through, for BXC, the establishment of a (preferably rail based)
construction consolidation centre, and for all regeneration schemes, the use of Delivery,
Servicing, and Construction Management Plans.



Through the development management process and partnership working we will seek further
efficiencies and inter-modal transfer through the implementation of the Rail Freight Facility as
part of the Brent Cross Cricklewood Proposals, and the promotion of Consolidation Centres
and Freight Quality Partnerships.



Where appropriate land for transport purposes will be identified and safeguarded in the Site
Allocations DPD.



We will seek to make cycling and walking more attractive for leisure, health and short trips

The Development Management Development Plan Document at Policy DM17: Travel impact and
parking standards, section f relates to construction and reads as follows:
f: Local infrastructure needs
i. Developments should be located and designed to make the use of public transport more
attractive for all users by providing improved access to existing facilities, and if necessary the
development of new routes and services, including improved and fully accessible interchange
facilities.
ii. The council will expect development to provide safe and suitable access arrangements for all
road users to new developments. Where improvements or changes to the road network are
necessary by virtue of an approved development, the council will secure a Legal Agreement
from the developer.
iii. The council will require appropriate measures to control vehicle movements, servicing and
delivery arrangements. Where appropriate the council will require Construction Management
and/or Delivery and Servicing Plans.
iv. Where appropriate, development will be required to improve cycle and pedestrian facilities in the
local catchment area by providing facilities on site and/or funding improvements off site.

2.2

Context Maps

Regional Context Plan
Figure 2.1 is a Regional Context Plan at a scale of 1:35,000 showing the location of the Site in the
context of distributor roads, cycle routes, waterways, railways and other key infrastructure.
Local Context Plan
A Local Context Plan at a scale of 1:2,500 showing the local road network of the Site, footways, cycle
routes, stations, bus stops, road markings, etc. as Figure 2.2. This plan also shows potential
marshalling areas, and community considerations such as schools, and other public buildings that
could be affected by the construction of the development.
Site Boundary Plan
The Site Boundary Plan (Figure 2.3) at a scale of 1:500 shows the area surrounding the Site
boundary in more detail. This includes the extent of footways, road markings and other features
pertinent to the Site.
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2.3

Local Access Including Highway, Public Transport, Cycling and Walking

Highways, Carriageways and Footways
The Site is located to the north side of Brent Terrace, which is predominantly residential in nature.
Brent Terrace is a cul-de-sac that joins Claremont Road at the south-eastern end. Brent Terrace is
approximately 6m in width with footways on both sides of the road for about the first third of the length
from Claremont Road. Beyond that point there is a footway on the south-western side only. The
carriageway is subject to a 30mph speed limit and lit accordingly.
Claremont Road is a distributor for local traffic. It extends from Tilling Road to the north and the A407
Cricklewood Lane to the south. It is a single carriageway two-lane road with a speed limit of 30mph.
Claremont Road provides access to Marble Drive, The Vale and Clitterhouse Crescent.
The rear gardens of residential properties on Clitterhouse Crescent form the north-eastern boundary
of the site. There is a footpath link from Clitterhouse Crescent to Brent Terrace across the northern
part of the site, which is to be temporarily closed during construction. There is a further footpath to
Clitterhouse Road through the southern part of the site. The path from that through the open space
that forms part of the construction site will be temporarily closed.
Public Transport
For sites in London PTALs (Public Transport Accessibility Levels) are the most widely recognised
form of measuring accessibility to the public transport network. The assessment combines data
regarding the frequency of public transport services and walking distance between the site and the
service to establish a measure of the relative density of the public transport network. PTALs range
from 1 to 6 where 6 represents a high level of accessibility and 1 a low level of accessibility. Levels 1
and 6 have been further subdivided into two sub-levels to provide greater clarity.
The address of the Site was entered into TfL’s Planning Information Database https://tfl.gov.uk/infofor/urban-planning-and-construction/planning-with-webcat/webcat in order to establish the PTAL. The
results give an accessibility indexes of 10.52 providing a corresponding PTAL of 3, representing a
good level of public transport accessibility. The PTAL output is attached as Appendix A.
Buses
The nearest bus stops are located on Claremont Road close to the The Vale providing access to
three bus routes (numbers C11, 189 and 226). A further bus route (number 102) can be accessed
from the bus stops on Claremont Road near Pennine Drive. The Site clearly has good access to bus
services operating in the area.
Rail and London Underground
Cricklewood Station is 867m (an 11-minute walk) to the south of the Site providing access Thameslink
services to St Albans City and Sutton (South London).
Cycling
Figure 2.4 shows that a cycle route runs along Brent Terrace adjacent the Site. This cycle route links
with Cycle Route 85 to the north, Cycle Route 51 to the east, and Cricklewood Station to the south.
Quietway 3 is to the south of the site.
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Figure 2.4 – Cycle Network

Site
Location

© OpenStreetMap contributors
It is therefore concluded that the Site and the area within the vicinity of the Site has good connections
to the local cycle network and care should be taken by construction vehicle drivers to ensure that
extra care is taken with respect to cyclists.

2.4

Considerations and Challenges

Local Policy
LBB Core Strategy Policy CS9 and Development Management Development Plan Document at
Policy DM17 relate to construction as set out in Section 2.1 above.
Schools and Nurseries
Claremont Community Pre-School and Claremont Primary School are located on Claremont Road
Close to the Site. St Agnes Roman Catholic Primary School, Mora Primary School, Hampstead
School, Childs Hill Primary School, Mapledown School, and Whitefield School are located a little
further from the Site that a limited number of children may pass the construction Site on the way to
and from school. However, all schools have to be considered for lorry routing.
Community Facilities
There is open space surrounding the Site, which needs to be taking into consideration during
construction to protect walkers and cyclists who currently use this area.
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The Council supplied cycle and pedestrian survey data for Claremont Park footpath where it joins
Claremont Way. The survey was undertaken on Thursday 13th December 2018. The survey captured
movements from and to the footpath where it meets Claremont Way. This captured a total of 69
walking trips and 19 cycling trips as summarised on Figure 2.5 below. The peak hour was 16:0017:00 with 10 walking trips and 4 cycle trips.
Figure 2.5 – Cycle and Pedestrian Survey of Claremont Park Footpath

It is clear that there are sufficient pedestrian and cycle movements to be a cause for concern.
Mitigation measures for Claremont Park footpath are therefore set out in Section 3.2 below.
University College School Sports Ground and Brondesbury Cricket Ground is to the south-east the
Site, Clitterhouse Playing Fields is to the east, and Brent Cross Football Academy and Hendon
Leisure Centre is to the north-east.
The use of these facilities would be higher during the evenings and weekends when construction
vehicles will not be on the road so the impact on users should be minimal.
Adjacent Landowners
The contractor will ensure that at no time will any existing access be blocked to any adjacent
landowners or Site users. Neighbouring properties will be notified of the works programme and the
Community Liaison Officer will communicate with adjacent landowners to make sure there is effective
collaboration throughout the development.
Community Liaison Officer
A Community Liaison Officer will be appointed and will have the role of being the point of contact on
behalf of the contractor and the developer. It is anticipated that this role will be undertaken by a
member of the construction team. The role will encompass liaison with all and any external parties.
The Community Liaison Officer will mitigate and resolve any issues raised by the local community
including the public facilities set out above, and by LBB officers.
This approach will ensure there is effective communication and as required, collaboration throughout
the construction period. This combined CTMP/CEMP/CWTP has prepared a strategy for preventing
potential issues, however any difficulties encountered during construction will be reported/recorded
in a full log and resolved.
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3

Construction Programme and Methodology

3.1

Construction Programme

The programme of construction for the proposed development has been developed with input from a
similar scale project and is expected to last for approximately 16 months and is anticipated to begin
September 2020. The buildings will be completed and ready for occupancy in the summer of 2022.
Figure 3.1 shows the programme graph and Table 3.1 provides a high-level breakdown of the
program by the key construction stages. Both were prepared using the TfL Construction Logistic Plan
toolkit spreadsheet.
Figure 3.1 – Construction Programme

Construction programme
Site setup and demolition
Basement excavation and piling
Sub‐structure
Super‐structure
Cladding
Fit‐out, testing and commissioning

Table 3.1 provide a high-level breakdown of the program by the key construction stages.
Table 3.1 – Construction Programme
Construction phase
Site setup and demolition
Basement excavation and piling
Sub-structure
Super-structure
Cladding
Fit-out, testing and commissioning

3.2

Start

End

Sep-2020
Oct-2020
Nov-2020
Mar-2021
Feb-2022
Feb-2022

Sep-2020
Nov-2020
Mar-2021
Apr-2022
Apr-2022
May-2022

Site Set Up (Phase 1)

No demolition is required so the Site setup will just involve creation of the unloading area where the
construction vehicle will stop clear of Brent Terrace, site accommodation and erection of boundary
fencing and other Site security. Once sufficient Heras fencing is erected removal of the hedges will
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commence by the use of mechanical plant. The hedges will be grubbed up and located in a storage
area for removal from site.
Within the site boundary to plot 53 an area of earth will be removed, and a hard standing created as
a base of the temporary welfare units.
The Site set up areas for Plot 53 and Plot 54 are shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 below respectively.
Figure 3.2 – Plot 53 Site Setup

Plot 53 Traffic Management Measures






All materials unloaded by forklift at unloading area and stored onsite, materials called off as
and when needed only as limited storage on site
Pedestrian routes separated from vehicle routes by crowd barriers
All vehicles and deliveries controlled by banksman
Only rigid lorries to be used for deliveries and no artic lorries or abnormal loads to be used
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Figure 3.3 – Plot 54 Site Setup

Plot 54 Traffic Management Measures







Site Inductions to include traffic management plans and pedestrian segregation
Clear signage to be displayed around all vehicle and pedestrian routes
Suppliers to be sent a copy of traffic management plan with order to reduce impact of vehicles
on Brent Terrace, TMP to show delivery routes to site with relevant contact details of site
manager who will grant permission before the vehicle enters Brent Terrace to deliver
Signage to be displayed at end of Brent Terrace showing direction of site deliveries
Methods of construction to be reviewed to help reduce size of deliveries and size of transport
vehicles where possible

It should be noted that access by construction vehicles will change during the construction period.
From September 2020 to April 2021 (Stage One) all construction traffic will use the haul road (shown
in Figure 4.4) to access plots 53 and 54 and the small section of Brent Terrace up to the centre of
plot 54. From April 2021 (Stage Two) the haul road will no longer be available so construction traffic
will use the whole of Brent Terrace to access the sites. This is discussed further in Section 4.2 of this
document.
Claremont Park Footpath Traffic Management Measures
For Stage One (from September 2020 to April 2021) the haul road from Claremont Way will be used
by construction traffic so traffic management measures will be put in place for that duration. The
footpath on the route of the haul road will be temporarily closed to pedestrians and cyclists using the
open space and gates will be installed at either end and padlocked to ensure only construction
vehicles use this access route. Delivery drivers will be requested to call ahead so Traffic Marshals
unlock the gates and can be in place to ensure that pedestrians and cyclists can cross the haul road
safely.
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Warning signs will be erected at the start of the paths across the open space and close to Plots 53
and 53 on Brent Terrace as shown on Figure 3.4 overleaf. These signs will remain in place for both
Stage One and Stage Two construction.
Figure 3.4 – Locations of Warning Signs

Contains OS data © Crown copyright and database right (2020)

Regeneration Co-ordinator
L&Q have an appointed Regeneration Co-ordinator who will also support resident engagement and
engagement with the residents moving into these new homes.
Monthly Progress Meetings
L&Q and Buglers Development will attend monthly progress meetings with LBB’s regeneration team
and provide regular updates on residents’ engagement and CTMP/CEMP feedback or queries.

3.3

Foundations (Phase 1)

Once the Site is cleared and the foundations will be constructed.

3.4

Sub-Structure (Phase 2)

A mobile crane will be installed within the Site at the beginning of this phase. This will arrive on the
back of a flat-bed lorry, which will allow a swift installation process. The crane will be located off the
public highway and within the Site boundary.
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The slab and core will be formed of concrete, with concrete (cement) lorries being the primary vehicle
accessing the Site during this stage of construction. Lorries will be off loaded from a loading area
within the Site. Banksman and traffic marshals will control the movement of vehicles, pedestrians and
cyclists when lorries are accessing and egressing the Site.

3.5

Super-Structure (Phase 2)

The super-structure will be constructed from reinforced concrete columns and slabs which will be
poured on Site. The re-bar materials will be brought to Site in batches ensuring the reduction of
delivery vehicles to Site. During this phase, there will be an increase of deliveries with regards to
materials once the internal areas become available. The materials required for these areas will be
delivered once the areas become available in advance of commencement to avoid congestion in the
local area. As the slabs are completed, all materials will be lifted to where they are required.

3.6

Fit-out, Testing and Commissioning (Phase 2)

Typical procurement routes using off the shelf materials and construction in situ will not suit the
delivery programme of this project. Deliveries for this phase will be called off and scheduled bulk to
allow for less smaller deliveries, reducing the number of vehicles coming to Site.
The tower crane will be removed from the Site.

3.7

Hours of Construction

Working hours will be in accordance with planning condition 28.3:
The permitted hours of construction work and/or Site Engineering and Preparation Works shall be
08.00 to 18.00 on Monday to Friday and 08.00 to 13.00 on Saturdays and no construction or Site
Engineering and Preparation Works shall be carried out outside these specified permitted hours
without the written consent of the LPA. No construction or Site Engineering and Preparation Works
shall be carried out on Sundays or Bank Holidays. Construction activities and/or Site Engineering and
Preparation Works that elevate noise levels, measured as LAeq, 1hr, by more than 3dB above the
ambient level at the façade of any Noise Sensitive Premises outside the Site may only take place
outside the specified normal hours of construction work, where such works have been approved by
the Local Authority under s61 of the Control of Pollution Act 1974.
It is proposed that construction lorries exceeding 3.5t will be not be permitted to visit the Site during
network peak hours and therefore will be limited to 9am to 4pm only.
Vehicles would only travel to and from Site between the hours set out above in order to avoid noise
being generated by heavy goods vehicles close to adjacent properties around the Site.
Notwithstanding this there may be certain occasions when work outside these hours may be
necessary. In the event of this, work would only be carried out following consultation and agreement
with LBB.
The Site will be manned during the working hours set out above. The contractor will appoint a person
who will have responsibility for ensuring adherence to good practice measures. A designated person
should be on Site at all times to ensure that operations are taking place as planned and should have
the necessary authority to initiate changes to work practices and, or mitigation as appropriate.

3.8

Deliveries

It is proposed that space will be set aside within the Site for all deliveries and supplies to Site, as
shown on Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. Due to site constraints an area in advance of the Site will be
created as a temporary loading bay for construction vehicles and a pedestrian gantry provided. A
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Banksman and traffic marshals will be in place during each delivery to retain a good level of highway
safety. This is set out in more detail in Section 4.2 of the combined CTMP/CEMP/CWTP.
As much waste as possible will be recycled. Whenever possible and to help reduce trips, vehicles
delivering materials to the Site will leave with waste.

3.9

Materials storage and security

All plant and materials will be stored on-site when not in immediate use and will be secure against
vandalism and theft. Where this is not possible alternative arrangements off-site will be made to
ensure they do not affect any of the adjacent footways/carriageways. No materials or plan will be
stored on the public highway. All plant and materials in connection with the development should be
stored within the private hoarding or at another private (off public highway location).
On-site tool storage will be provided where possible to reduce the number of vehicle journeys to Site.
If possible, the storage location will be insured for contractors’ tools as well as supplied tools, to help
reduce of potential vehicle journeys to Site.
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4

Vehicle Routeing and Access

4.1

Construction Vehicle Routes

Delivery vehicles will be required to travel to the Site using the agreed routeing strategy by way of the
new haul road from Claremont Way. It is proposed that all construction vehicle drivers of vehicles
over 3.5t will be asked to use the M1, A406 North Circular and A41 network only to limit the impact
on the local road network. The construction vehicle drivers will access the site from the A406, Tilling
Road, Brent Terrace, Claremont Way, and the new haul road.
Figure’s 4.1, and Figure 4.2 (with haul road (Stage One) and without haul road (Stage Two) options)
appended to the rear of this document show the vehicle routeing in a regional, local context.

4.2

Access

Loading will take place within each Site with the vehicles reversing in from Brent Terrace with the aid
of a Banksman. This area will be managed by traffic marshals to ensure pedestrian movement
continues safely either by preventing pedestrians from passing the Site. Appropriate signage will be
installed on the footways to warn approaching pedestrians of the construction Site. The swept path
of a low loader (the largest vehicle that will need to visit the Site) is shown in Figure 4.3 (with haul
road (Stage One) and without haul road (Stage Two) options).
The new haul road from Claremont Terrace is shown in Figure 4.4 below will be in place and used
for Stage One of construction. CCTV will be erected at either end of this route and linked to a security
company who will visit site if there are any issues or on-site security out of hours.
Figure 4.4 – Haul Road (Stage One)

The haul road is being provided under the planning application (reference 20/1096/CON) to discharge
Condition 49.1. This route avoids the need to pass the car repair workshop and car wash business
located at the southern end of Brent Terrace for the first phase of construction up to April 2021.
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Once the haul road is no longer available (anticipated from April 2021) construction vehicles will
access the sites along Brent Terrace from the south. This is Stage Two of construction. Figure 4.5
below shows that six on-street parking spaces will need to be suspended at the southern end of Brent
Terrace and double yellow lines installed as a temporary measure.
Figure 4.5 – Traffic Management Measures on Brent Terrace (Stage Two)

Figure 4.6 overleaf shows that the largest vehicles (low loaders) can turn using Plots 53 and 54
without the need for installing double yellow lines in the vicinity of the site frontages.
Figure 4.6 – Traffic Management Measures on Brent Terrace (Stage Two)
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4.3

Consultation with LBB Highways Department

The development of CEMP was undertaken in consultation with LBB in March 2020, any changes to
the content of this CEMP will be discussed and agreed with LBB.
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5

Strategies to Reduce Impacts

It is recommended that the following measures are introduced during construction period. The
contractor should discuss and agree the implementation of the below measures with LBB.

5.1

Mitigation Summary

Table 5.1 sets out the committed, proposed and considered mitigation measures checklist for the
approved development which is classified as a Medium Impact Site.
Table 5.1 – Committed, Proposed and Considered Mitigation Measures
Number

Committed

Proposed

Considered

Measures influencing construction vehicles and deliveries
Safety and environmental standards and programmes

X

Adherence to designated routes

X

Delivery scheduling

X

Re-timing for out of peak deliveries

X

Re-timing for out of hours deliveries

X

Use of holding areas and vehicle call off areas

X

Use of Construction Consolidation Centres

X

Material procurement measures
DfMA and off-site manufacture

X

Re-use of material on site

X

Smart procurement

X

Other measures
Collaboration amongst other sites in the area

X

Implement staff travel plan

X

Prevention of HGV movements during the school drop off/
pick up time

X

Each of the mitigation measures are discussed in turn below.

5.2

Measures Influencing Construction Vehicles and Deliveries

Safety and Environmental Standards and Programmes
The developer is committed to ensuring all contractor and sub-contractor vehicles arriving at the Site
comply with sufficient safety measures and requirements relating to Work Related Road Risk.
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All vehicles and driver management practices to comply with the FORS (Bronze accreditation) and
Construction Logistics and Community Safety (CLOCS).
A collision reporting system will be mandated to ensure all collisions and accidents involving the
projects’ vehicle and drivers are reported to the Project/ Site Manager and any relevant parties.
The Site will be registered with the Considerate Constructors Scheme.
The Site is located within an area that contains residential development so it is the intention to
minimise the impact that the construction process could cause to the Local Environment and the
neighbouring community. All care will be taken not to cause the primary environmental nuisances,
noise and dust pollution. Below is a list of the planning Condition items relevant to construction that
are relevant to the CEMP and will be adhered to.









Air Quality: Condition 30.7 Report by Cass Allen
Noise and Vibration: Condition 29.2, 29.3, 29.8, 30.1, 30.2, 30.3 Reports by Cass Allen
and Stroma
Geology and Soils: Condition 31.2 Information
Archaeological Information: Condition 43.1 Investigation by Watermans
Waste: Condition 28.1 Site Waste Management Plan by Watermans
Water: Condition 33.1 and 33.2 information by Thames Water and Sweco
Materials: RMA Condition 5 Material Samples by FRA
Energy: RMA Condition 7 Revised Energy Strategy by NLG

Ecology: Condition 27.8 PEA and invasive species method statements by Aecom Conway
Mud on public highway: The Site wide CTMP advises that our “detailed CTMP will set out measures
to prevent the deposit of mud and dirt on the public highway which may include:
a. the provision of easily cleaned hardstanding for vehicles entering, parking and leaving the site;
b. the provision of wheel washing facilities including, where practicable, mechanical wheel
spinners;
c. the use of approved mechanical road sweeper to clean any mud or debris deposited by site
vehicles;
d. adequate sheeting of each lorry load of spoil removed; and/or
e. measures to ensure mud and detritus is not swept into gullies.
All reasonably practicable measures will be put in place for plots 53 and 54 to avoid/limit and mitigate
the deposition of mud and other debris on the highway. These measures will have regard to the nature
and the use of the site and will include:


hardstanding at the access and egress points which will be cleaned at appropriate intervals;



Banksmen will supervise all arrivals and departures of vehicles and all vehicles will undergo
a wheelwash before leaving the site to minimise mud being deposited on the public highway;



vehicle clean down points to clean vehicle wheels at each exit point on to the highway;



the correct loading of vehicles and sheeting of loads where necessary to avoid spillage during
their journeys;



the use of mechanical road sweepers combined with water sprays for the suppression of dust
to clean site hardstandings, the haul road, Brent Terrace and footpaths/cyclepaths in the
vicinity of the site; and



the flushing of gullies in the vicinity of the site.
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Adherence to Designated Routes
All drivers arriving at the Site in vehicles over 3.5t will be expected to follow the Routeing Plan set out
in Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.5 of this CLP. Suppliers will be provided with the plan of the route to follow.
Delivery Scheduling
To minimise any potential impacts from the delivery of or collection of materials, it is recommended
that the following measures are introduced during construction:


Implementation of a timed delivery schedule



This Site will operate a material delivery scheduling and booking system to ensure that
congestion is avoided on the surrounding highway. Each delivery will be allocated a delivery
time period and an area will be in place, on-site from which to load or unload.



Only two deliveries will be permitted to visit the Site at any one time.



"Just in Time" scheduling of deliveries will be used to minimise storage capacity required.



Deliveries will take place Monday to Friday and to avoid Saturday deliveries where possible.



No deliveries will take place during network peak hours, this means deliveries will take place
between 9am and 4pm only.



Deliveries to the Site will be coordinated to ensure no conflict occur.



Areas will be identified within the Site for the storage of plant and materials throughout the
course of construction.



A route for heavy goods vehicles associated with the construction phase will be identified and
a route map produced to provide to the drivers.

Re-Timing for Out of Peak Deliveries
Re-timing out of peak time will aid the operational efficiency of the Site and also the neighbouring
area. The developer commits to attempting to re-time as many deliveries as possible out of the peak
periods.

Re-Timing for Out of Hours Deliveries
The re-timing for Out of Hours Deliveries will be carried out where appropriate for this Site in order to
ensure that no unnecessary disruption is made to surrounding residents.
Use of Holding Areas
It is not proposed that a holding area will be used as there is anticipated to be just 15 vehicle
movements per day to the Site at the peak period.
Use of Construction Consolidation Centres
It is not proposed that a Consolidation Centre will be used for this development as there is anticipated
to be just 15 vehicle movements per day to the Site at the peak period. This is consistent with the
Construction Management Plan submitted to discharge Condition 49.
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5.3

Material Procurement Measures

Design for Manufacture and Assembly and Off-Site Manufacture (DfMA)
Reducing delivery numbers and effective delivery management is a core value of this development.
Therefore, the option of off-site construction will be discussed upon appointment of a contractor and
used where possible.
Re-Use of Material On-Site
A number of measures will be explored to re-use material on Site. For instance, the foundations are
proposed to be formed of deconstructed Site material from the previous development where possible.
The welfare facilities will be recycled from a completed site. These are proposed in order to recycle
material to decrease environmental impacts and also to reduce the number of vehicles required to
deliver to Site.
Smart Procurement
Bugler Developments will explore local suppliers in the procurement stage to contribute to the local
economy. Additionally, Bugler Developments will also explore opportunities to source materials from
the same supplier(s) as other developers with sites underway.

5.4

Other Measures

Collaboration
As appropriate, the Site Manager will keep in contact with organisations that have an interest in the
Site and how the development is progressing. These bodies, groups and individuals include planning
and highways authorities, local residents, businesses and community groups.
Regeneration Co-ordinator
L&Q have an appointed Regeneration Co-ordinator who will also support resident engagement and
engagement with the residents moving into these new homes.
Monthly Progress Meetings
L&Q and Buglers Development will attend monthly progress meetings with LBB’s regeneration team
and provide regular updates on residents’ engagement and CTMP/CEMP feedback or queries.

Staff Travel Plan
Most trips to the Site will be ‘people’ trips (i.e. tradesmen/professionals), with a relatively low number
of conventional ‘deliveries’. The following impact-reduction strategies, achieved through the
implementation of a staff travel plan, are therefore considered key to the success of this CEMP.
Each subcontractor will be issued with a copy of the staff travel plan which covers the following key
points:


Details of public transport and cycle parking for worker journeys



All vehicle trips to Site must be booked in advance by phone to the Site Manager



Car/van parking not available on Site or on the surrounding roads. Alternative provision for
parking would be undertaken only on legal kerbsides or within permitted car parking areas
(at the expense of the individual).
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Strictly no waiting on local roads



All vehicles must have their engines switched off when on Site – strictly no idling



Designated routes for vehicles above 3.5t



Community considerations on designated routes and in the local area generally



Requirement for banksman when entering/exiting Site



Accident and Near Miss report to be implemented and maintained accordingly

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic the government is encouraging construction work to continue,
however, is discouraging the use of public transport but promoting walking, cycling and car sharing
instead. Taking this into consideration it is not appropriate to expect staff working at Plots 53 and 54
to use the rail or bus travel whilst the restriction on these modes of travel are in place.
Taking the above into consideration, staff, contractors’ and visitors will be encouraged to travel on
foot, by cycle and by car to the Site and where possible car share. There is expected to be between
20 – 25 vehicles travelling to Site at the peak of construction with between 40 – 50 operatives on Site.
Car sharing is added into the management plan as this often happens with contractors in any event.
Operatives will be encouraged to park at the Welsh Harp Open Space car park approximately 2.5
miles to the north-west of the construction Sites and given a lift from that point. Alternatively, they can
park on the industrial northern section of Brent Terrace and walk the remaining distance to the Site.
Operatives will be banned from parking on Brent Terrace and the construction logistics/traffic marshal
will monitor this. If breaches by staff occur a verbal warning will be given. If a second transgression
occurs the operative will be given a written warning and his supervisor will be informed. If parking
persists beyond this, the member of staff and his supervisor will be permanently removed from site.
Prevention of HGV Movement during Network Peak Hour Pick Up Times
As mentioned in the delivery scheduling section above no deliveries will take place during network
peak times, this means deliveries will take place between 9am and 4pm only.
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6

Estimated Vehicle Movements

6.1

Vehicle Types

The number of vehicles accessing the Site has been estimated according for each of the six stages
of construction. It is anticipated that the following vehicle types will be required to access the Site:







6.2

white vans
small delivery lorries – 7.5t
muck away lorries
low loaders for demolition equipment, RC frame equipment
concrete lorries
curtain sider articulated delivery lorries

Estimated Construction Vehicles

The number of vehicles access the Site has been estimated for each of the six stages of construction
and input into the Transport for London (TfL) Construction Logistics Planning Tool
(https://tfl.gov.uk/info-for/urban-planning-and-construction/transport-assessment-guide/guidance-bytransport-type/freight). Table 6.1 details the peak number of trips in each phase.
Table 6.1 – Number of Construction Vehicles per Phase
Construction phase
Site setup and demolition
Basement excavation and piling
Sub-structure
Super-structure
Cladding
Fit-out, testing and commissioning
Peak period of construction

Period of stage
Q3 2020 - Q3 2020
Q4 2020 - Q4 2020
Q4 2020 - Q1 2021
Q1 2021 - Q2 2022
Q1 2022 - Q2 2022
Q1 2022 - Q2 2022
Q2 2022 - Q2 2022

No. of
trips (monthly)
44
67
180
180
82
273
327

Peak no. of
trips (daily)
2
3
8
8
4
12
15

As shown, the peak number of daily trips is forecast to be 15 during the last part of the build when
the construction vehicles visiting the site will be smaller.
Figure 6.1 details the estimated number of daily and monthly construction vehicles.
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Figure 6.1 – Estimated Number of Daily and Monthly Construction Vehicles

Figure 6.1 shows the number of vehicles across each phase of construction. During the majority of
months of construction around 190 vehicles will have accessed the Site, approximately 9 vehicles will
access the Site per day. This figure will rise to around 15 vehicles at the last part of the build. These
vehicles are expected to spend approximately 30-minutes, meaning the Site can sufficiently
accommodate the number of vehicles expected to arrive during each hour.
Figure 6.2 shows the number and sizes of construction vehicles which will be accessing the Site.
Figure 6.2 – Estimated Number of Vehicles during Peak of Phase

Figure 6.3 provides a summary of the average daily construction trips during each construction
period.
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Figure 6.3 – Number of Vehicles in Peak Month

Number of vehicles in peak month (Apr‐2022)
Number of vehicles per hour
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Estimated minutes between vehicle arrivals

4

Estimated minutes between vehicle arrivals

The Site delivery times will be subject to ‘Just in time delivery’ to avoid queues on Brent Terrace.
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7

Implementing, Monitoring and Updating

7.1

Implementation

The CEMP will be implemented through the following measures:


Issue CEMP to all subcontractors. Subcontractor to confirm adherence to the CEMP before
starting on Site.



Site Manager and Assistant Site Manager will act as Construction Logistics Managers during
the construction phase for the purpose of monitoring, recording and enforcement.

7.2

Site Monitoring

The Construction Logistics Manager will:


Remind contractors and subcontractors about designated routes to and from the Site



Check vehicles arriving at Site to make sure they meet the developer’s safety requirements



All deliveries to Site to be properly booked in (date, time in & out, company, registration,
goods/plant)



Actual vs. estimated vehicle trips will be analysed and monitored

7.3

Breaches and Complaints

Explaining and marketing the CEMP to the supply chain, local community, residents and businesses
will be undertaken by the Construction Logistics Manager (or nominated member of staff) to raise
awareness and show the developer’s commitment to using safe and efficient construction vehicle
practices. All breaches and complaints will be dealt with using the following:


All logistics-related complaints will be logged and reviewed with the management team for
action.



A contact number for complaints relating to logistics will be displayed on the Site hoarding



The Construction Logistics Manager will address breaches of designated routes, parking
restrictions, waiting/standing restrictions directly with individual contract managers, and will
record the agreed remedial actions.

7.4

Safety

Safety will be covered by the following:


Any logistics related accidents or incidents will be recorded in the main Accident and Near
Misses book held on Site.



The Site Manager will take the appropriate follow up action with individual and/ or all
subcontractors.



All records and data will be made available to LBB with full transparency.
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7.5

Keeping other organisations and local people informed

Explaining and marketing the CEMP to the supply chain, local community, residents and businesses
will be undertaken by the Construction Logistics Manager to raise awareness and show the
developer’s commitment to using safe and efficient construction vehicle practices. This commitment
will need to be communicated to all parts of the supply chain involved in the development.
The CEMP will also explain how the developer will keep in contact with organisations that have an
interest in the site and how the development is progressing. These bodies, groups and individuals
include planning and highways authorities, local residents, businesses and community groups.
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Figure 2.1 – Regional Context Plan
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Figure 2.2 – Local Context Plan
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Figure 2.3 – Site Boundary Plan
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Figure 4.1 – Vehicle Routeing, Regional Context
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Figure 4.2 – Vehicle Routeing, Local Context
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Figure 4.3 – Swept Path Assessment – Low Loader
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Map key- PTAL

PTAL output for Base Year

3
Rye Court, Brent Terrace, London NW2 1AF, UK
Easting: 523689, Northing: 186585
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Grid Cell: 112569

Map layers
Report generated: 01/04/2020

P TA L (c ell s ize: 100m )

Calculation Parameters
Dayof Week

M-F

Time Period

AM Peak

Walk Speed

4.8 kph

Bus Node Max. Walk Access Time (mins)
Bus ReliabilityFactor
LU Station Max. Walk Access Time (mins)
LU ReliabilityFactor
National Rail Station Max. Walk Access Time (mins)
National Rail ReliabilityFactor

8
2.0
12
0.75
12
0.75
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Calculation data
Mode Stop

Distance (metres) Frequency(vph) Walk Time (mins) SWT (mins) TAT (mins) EDF Weight

AI

Bus

CLAREMONT RD PENNINE DR 102

Route

372.49

7.5

4.66

6

10.66

2.82 0.5

1.41

Bus

CLAREMONT ROAD THE VALE C11

281.91

7.5

3.52

6

9.52

3.15 0.5

1.58

Bus

CLAREMONT ROAD THE VALE 189

281.91

7.5

3.52

6

9.52

3.15 1

3.15

Bus

CLAREMONT ROAD THE VALE 226

281.91

5

3.52

8

11.52

2.6

1.3

Rail

Cricklewood

'STALBCY-SVNOAKS 2E11' 867.21

1

10.84

30.75

41.59

0.72 1

0.72

Rail

Cricklewood

'STALBCY-SVNOAKS 2E95' 867.21

0.33

10.84

91.66

102.5

0.29 0.5

0.15

Rail

Cricklewood

'SUTTON-STALBCY 2O06 ' 867.21

0.33

10.84

91.66

102.5

0.29 0.5

0.15

Rail

Cricklewood

'SUTTON-LUTON 2O10 '

1

10.84

30.75

41.59

0.72 0.5

0.36

Rail

Cricklewood

'STALBCY-SUTTON 2O21 ' 867.21

0.33

10.84

91.66

102.5

0.29 0.5

0.15

Rail

Cricklewood

'STALBCY-SUTTON 2O29 ' 867.21

0.67

10.84

45.53

56.37

0.53 0.5

0.27

Rail

Cricklewood

'LUTON-BCKNHMJ 2S91 ' 867.21

0.33

10.84

91.66

102.5

0.29 0.5

0.15

Rail

Cricklewood

'STALBCY-BROMLYS 2S93' 867.21

0.33

10.84

91.66

102.5

0.29 0.5

0.15

Rail

Cricklewood

'SUTTON-STALBCY 2V08 ' 867.21

0.67

10.84

45.53

56.37

0.53 0.5

0.27

Rail

Cricklewood

'STALBCY-SUTTON 2V27 ' 867.21

0.33

10.84

91.66

102.5

0.29 0.5

0.15

Rail

Cricklewood

'SVNOAKS-STALBCY 2E59' 867.21

0.67

10.84

45.53

56.37

0.53 0.5

0.27

Rail

Cricklewood

'SVNOAKS-LUTON 2E61 '

867.21

0.33

10.84

91.66

102.5

0.29 0.5

0.15

Rail

Cricklewood

'BROMLYS-LUTON 2E93 '

867.21

0.33

10.84

91.66

102.5

0.29 0.5

0.15

867.21

0.5

Total Grid Cell AI: 10.52
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